
How to create a lookalike audience in Facebook Business
Manager

The Facebook algorithm is an expert on user behavior and hence it makes Facebook a
big force in targeting your campaigns to a relevant target group. 

How the Facebook advertising machine works
Facebook has around 400,000 data points on every single user on the platform. One
data point is your name, one is your photo, etc - all the basics. But a data point can
also be your geographical position (via GPS tracking), a keyword that appears in the
majority of posts that you read or interact with, and Facebook also measures how
much time you spend on the platform along with lots of other metrics.

This enables Facebook to know what your interests are and it also enables Facebook
to find other users, who have similar behavior as you - remember, that we as human
beings have more in common than what divides us, but Facebook can find the
granular details of each user and group these users due to their similar interests. This
is what Facebook calls a “lookalike audience”.

How to create a lookalike audience with data from Activity Stream

First, consider your source data. This should be a segment of your customers that you
believe are similar to the people you want to target. It might be that they attended an
event similar to the one you want to promote, booked tickets for a specific section of
your stadium, or share other behavioral traits. Facebook can handle as little as 100
people in your source audience, but the bigger your source audience is, the better
quality you will achieve in your lookalike audience. 

The source audience will usually be in the form of a CSV-file. Remember, that in order
to avoid any exposure of personal information, you will need to have a hashed CSV-
file (Activity Stream does this automatically). A hashed CSV-file is an encrypted
format that ensures that all personal information is kept safe while you store the file
on your hard drive or when you send/upload the file to Facebook via the internet. Read
more about this further below.
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Important note about data safety and legislation

It’s important to make sure that you comply with local legislation on handling
personal information. This differs for each country or state. So if, for example, you are
located in a country where GDPR regulations apply, you will need to have marketing
permission from each individual user. 

So, let’s take a look at how to generate a lookalike audience.. step by step.

A step-by-step guide
As previously mentioned, you will first need to create a segment and export the
source audience file. This can be done from many different dashboards and tools in
Activity Stream, but in the following example, we’re pulling it from an Event View for a
specific event.

In this made-up example, we’re looking to find more ticket buyers for a music concert
that has already sold 1,123 tickets to 618 customers. As you can see from the
statistics of this event, only 1.2% of the ticket buyers are first-time buyers. It could be
interesting to find a target audience that will enhance the fanbase of this band and
thereby sell more tickets.  

So, as we’d like to use the entire group of ticket buyers (the 618), we’ll click “export” in
the top menu and choose “Facebook CSV”. This prompts a download of a CSV-file,
which you can name and save on your hard drive. The CSV-file is automatically
exported in a hashed/encrypted format to ensure that personal data is not
compromised.
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Now, you will be heading over to the Facebook Business Manager. Here, you will click
on the “hamburger menu” to unfold the most used tools. Click on “audiences”.. 
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You will find all of your different audiences inside the “audience” section.. Click on
“create audience” and choose “custom audience” in the dropdown menu..  
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From here you can choose between the various sources available for creating a target
group. Select “customer list” and click “next”.. 
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From here you can choose between the various sources available for creating a target
group. Select “customer list” and click “next”.. 
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Select “no” for the option of the source including a customer value. Tick the box
below (after having read the Custom Audience Terms) and click “next”, after which
you upload the hashed CSV-file.. 
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Now the CSV-file will be analyzed. Since the CSV-file is hashed, the left column looks
a bit weird as it just has lots of random numbers and letters, but you can identify “fn”
as the first name, “ln” as last name, etc. Take it easy and let the Business Manager
take care of all this by itself. Check that the identifier in the second column fits the
“fn” / first name etc. If it looks fine, then proceed to click “import and create”.. 
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The upload and import will be completed, and on this screen, you will see that the 618
customers have been imported. You might recall that you had 618 customers in our
source data export from Activity Stream. Now you click on “create a lookalike
audience” based on the source data.. 
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Then you enter the country (here the United Kingdom is used as an example). You can
enter more than one country into this field, but you are recommended to only use the
country where you want to run your planned advertising campaign. If you run
campaigns in more than one country, you should create another lookalike audience
from the original source audience.

To get the best results, you are recommended to choose the 1% lookalike audience,
which means that the Business Manager will find 1% of the population in the United
Kingdom (on Facebook) which represents the closest match to your source audience.
If you choose 2%, the number of people in the lookalike audience will double, but the
similarity will decrease, and this rule applies when you go higher on the percentage
scale. Now click “create audience” to move on.. 
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And with that, you’re done creating a lookalike audience that is ready to be used in
targeted campaigns.. 

Note - targeting the entire United Kingdom might not be relevant, but this is how
lookalike audiences are set up. To target the ads using this audience, you can limit the
geographical area (e.g. London + 40 miles), which will then use only the relevant
people in the audience with the chosen geographical location. 

And now that you’re back on the main menu page of your “audience” section, you can
see the source-target audience (named “Test audience upload”) along with the
lookalike audience. At this point, the Business Manager will start to calculate and find
the 1% percent of the population - roughly half a million Facebook users in the United
Kingdom with a matching behavior. This may take up to an hour, but you can start
using the lookalike target audience right away. 
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